
AS: It wasn't all that bad. A lot of stuff was boxed.

work for the Bureau of Census. Lauren Post stayed with us for most
of the time. For the most part, I don't think any of the faculty
had to leave but many of them chose to do other things. They went
into the War effort. I remember one friend from the English
department, for instance who went to work for the governmerit
translating technical manuals into English.
LO: I recently talked to Clifford Baker of the Spanish Department.
He had been laid off. Dudley Robinson also worked for the War
effort. Were geographers needed in the War effort?
AS: Well there were just all kinds of jobs. I know tha t Bob
Richardson worked at the Bureau of Census, and he worked at
something else before that time. But I can't give you any specific
examples about what those fellows did. We had a class of people
in the Spring of 41 who were about to graduate, they were seniors,
and they were in the Navy Reserve and they were called up for duty
about a month before the semester was over. We agreed at a
faculty meeting that if they were doing passing work in the course
at that time, we would assume that they would pass the course, so
we graduated quite a bunch of them. That particular crowd went
into the Navy. Now I know that Don [EidemillerJ later worked for
the Meteorological Service of the Navy. Joe Davis continued in the
Navy, and he flew blimps up and down the coast.
LO: I'm going to skip around again. How about the move from the
old campus to the new, what were your opinions about it, was it
good, bad?
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the geography department was concerned, we didn't have that much

equipment. We had wall maps, a projector, slides, atlases. In

the old college we had a room with almost 100 atlases. At that

time we were able to levy student fees if we wanted to. In .other

words, we charged the students a relatively small sum if they took

a certain course. Then we bought this huge bunch of atlases. That

room was open so many hours a day with a student assistant who kept

track of those atlases. So students could come there and do their

work, draw maps or use the atlases. The difficulty in the move was

on the other end because as usual, things weren't quite finished

and sometimes a room wasn't quite ready. I can remember a picture

I have ofa couple of students scrubbing the floors and getting

them ready for linoleum or something.

So the move wasn't all that disrupting because the school

wasn't that big. I don't know about the Library. To the best of

my knowledge there were lots of students hired. We did it between

semesters.
LO: (reading from a Del Sudoeste yearbook}:" . paid 50 cents

an hour by the administration to learn the nuances of loafing.

Tales were told of the two men who slept on the Little Theatre

roof, the man who spent a morning looking for a dust pan, and the

lout who received four dollars a day to read magazines in the sage

brush"!

AS: I don't think there were as many of those as they say; I think

they were having a little fun. But the point is that jobs were too

scarce and they were too anxious to hang on to them.



La: These old yearbooks are just wonderful; the sense of humor

really shows through.

AS: We had some very capable writers. Victor Whitaker. I think,

,as The Aztec editor for quite a while. Then he worked for many

years for the Union Publishing Company. Then he was at the head
-, of EGO, Educational Growth Opportunity, and he has just resigned

as head of that. I saw him on the campus just a couple of months

ago at a luncheon. We had some very good people who eventually

went on and stayed in the publishing business. Victor is the only

one that I can name right this minute. They were really smart

people.

AS: We didn't have much of a business school then. We did have

There was more of an emphasis on college, as you've suggested.

There weren't as many other things--there weren't p~ople carrying

other jobs. I think college was a lot more fun in those days.

There was a personal element and a certain kind of enthusiasm that

I think was sparked as a result.

La: I have also heard about the emphasis put on overall humanities

education instead of the emphasis on specifics, such as business

now.

courses such as business methods for teachers who were going to go

out into the high schools and teach typing or shorthand and

bookeeping, and that was it.

La: So for the most part the students were pursuing a scientific

field or the humanities?
""\(1.nu. Well at first of course they were primarily teachers but that
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A~·u. Every sorority had to have an advisor, and we had an

was changed pretty rapidly and they began to take additional

courses and a great many, as I say, took two years and went on

someplace else.

I look back, and there are several things, one is that

distance lends enchantment. You know, you remember the most

pleasant things. It was also kind of an exciting time because it

was new, tlfe campus was new to the students, I was new to the job,

I was also much closer to their age, that was something else. And,

of course, as time goes on, that distance is bound to grow. I did

a lot of work with the sororities for instance.

LO: Tell me about that.

Intersorority Council to which the president of the sorority came

and we discussed rules of conduct and scholorship problems. What

sort of dances they were going to put on and all those terribly

important things which sororities discuss. About rushing, and

about what scholarship they had to maintain to stay in the

sorority, all of which was carefully discussed. For several years

I was the Intersorority Council Advisor. In other words, I was the

boogyman. The students get enthusiastic about some idea they are

going to put on; the first few times they have the impossible

dream, and you're patient with them and you may have to say "You

can't do that." But as time goes on it gets harder and harder

after you've been through this thing a few dozen times, like they

want to rent the Hotel del Coronado but they haven't got the money

for it, and a few things like that.
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So. as I say, I look back on that period of the '30s probably

with more enthusiasm because I was closer to their age.

La: After a while as serving as Sorority Advisor, and after having

to sarto them "It's impossible for yo u to do this" did you

eventually just say "Go ahead and try it and see what happens"?

AS: On some of them we did. We had to try to keep the kids from

getting just hopelessly in debt. And then the students who had

made that decision would be out of college perhaps, and somebody

else would be left holding the sack. So you had to say okay,

there's a limit to what you can do, and by and large it wasn't that

difficul t. I remember a few times kind of knocking heads and

pel'Su a din g p e 0 p 1e, a sIs a y, the y co u 1d n 't PO? sib 1y fi nan c ere n.tin g

the Hotel del.

La: Did the geography students have a student group?

AS: Yes, we had two groups, a lower division group that l1iss Clark

called Chuck~wallas, and an upper division group for a time that

I think were called the Roadrunners. They had Sunday field trips

sometimes, picnics, that sort of thing. r~e sometimes had lectures,

sponsored speakers. Those groups kind of came and went; you know,

you'd get a group that was enthusiastic and then the next semester

some of those people would be gone. But those groups continued for

quite a little while. As I say, a lot of the time it was a matter

of every so often going out to see the spring flowers or something

like that; that was before we had regular field trips with our

classes.
La: Speaking of field trips. what did you do in the way of field
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trips for your classes?
AS: We took beautiful trips for quite a number of years in the late

'30s, until we could no longer get gasoline, literally. We started

earlier--I remember one of the first trips, Baylor Brooks, Dorothy

Harvey and I took between 20 and 30 students in private cars to

Borrego. There were two hazards, one was the kids' cars which were

not always that reliable, the other was the roads which were not

what they are today. In Borrego itself there were very few roads.

We went up to the palms, and I don't think there was any regular

trail, it seems to me that the kids just climbed over like a bunch

of goats. Baylor took care of the geology, Dorothy took care of

the botony, and I took care of the development of the area. .Hl

three of us were really interested in trying to get the kids out

and not just look at pictures in a book. I remember corning back,

I was riding with Baylor, and we counted heads and noses and got

everyone started horne again. We knew that there were no more

students lurking under a cactus or anything. We gave them a good

start and we were the last car. We got about three fourths of the

way up Banner Grade and we carne upon a car that was stalled. It

had about five girls in it who were in hysterics because it was

getting dark and they didn't know what was wrong with the car and

if there was anyone behind them or not, and it's a long, lonely

way. Well. it wasn't that serious; the battery had just become

disconnected. In those old cars the battery was held in by a

strap, and the jolting had broken the strap and the battery had

dropped down and become disconnected. And I didn't blame them for
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being hysterical because they didn't know really where they ~ere

or how far it was to any place or whether anyone was behind them.

I think by the middle thirties we began to hire buses for a

number of reasons. We didn't have to worry about a car breaking

down and you could have them all there with a public address system

in the bus; you could stop and have them all there to look at

something. But if you had them strung out in half a dozen cars

you didn't know how soon you'd get them all together.3

LO: Did you have to get any special approvals?

AS: No, the only difficulty was to try to part the students from

their money. It was a couple of dollars in the beginning. Then

when the War came along and we couldn't get gasoline, that was

that,and I could never pursuade anybody to get started again. But

I think it was one of the most valuable things that we did.

Students still come to me and say "you know I still remember the

field trips that we took."

LO: Do you have any other stor-ies about the field trips, any

exciting happenings?

AS: There is always the classic. We got down past Sentenac Canyon.

Do you know Banner Grade? And then you go through Sentenac Canyon

with this little stream which opens up into a sandy plain. lI'el1.

~e had had our lunch at Banner, and the kids had started at 8:00

and this was getting on towards 1:30 or 2:00 and they were getting

kind of antsy and kind of tired, and we had one more stop to make.

I gave them the pitch that they were not to horse around because

footing was uncertain on that sand, and just take it easy. We 11.
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one fellow swatted another or something, it was horseplay, good

natured, and he lost his footing and fell into a cactus.

Fortunately he got it only on his forearms and chest. How he

missed his face I don't know. There was a girl along who was a

student nurse or something, and I remember we tried tweezers, we

even took pliers to pullout the worst of those things. They are

nasty to pullout. I don't remember if a car stopped or if I

flagged a car down, and asked if they could take him back to town

because he still had a lot in him; we couldn't deal with him. Not

while 30 kids were standing around. He went to the police

department because his father was a police sergeant I think. In

any case, he went to the police department, and they contacted the

doctor. Apparently there were reporters around, on that Saturday

afternoon, with nothing to do. Believe it or not, in the Los

Angeles Times the next morning in a box on the front page was

headed something like "Instructor Faints". Oh, it was just

beautiful. The fellow came out allright. On Monday after that,

I read them that section out of the newspaper, and they were just

guffawing at such a rate that somebody from the chemistry

department came over because they thought we were having a riot or

something.

LO: Did you get into any trouble from the adminstration?

AS: No, we tried to be very careful. lie carried snake venom

antiserum. That was my favorite nightmare. We never had any

disasters. The nearest thing to it was in the very early days, I

remember Miss Clark and I we took six or eight upper division
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students down to Banner, and we camped there for the weekend. We

went hiking in groups of two or three, and as I say there were only

about six or seven students. Two of the men students and I were

going down not the present Banner Grade but the old road which is

up higher, you can just barely see the trace of it still there.

In those days on most trips out there I wore boots that were laced

to the knee, as a lot of people did. And I was about to step down

and here was a rattlesnake curled up neatly. Well, Benny Benbough,

who has since gone to his reward, was carrying a gun, he had done

a great deal of snooping and hunting in the back country ...
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LO: Did you keep the skin?

AS: No, I didn't want any part of it. Either Benbough or Darral

Asquith who was with me, decided to take the snake back to camp.

One of us was going to hold it just back of the head (indicates

how). but you know what happens, there's a lot of convulsive

behavior after that, and they kept dropping the snake. That story

went through the camp. We also, I think we were only about two or

three cars, went down the old road, the present road after you go

past Banner, a nice straight road. We were going as far as

Sentenac, and here was a rattler across the road, which I guess had

gotten run over. But anyhow, we came back and there was a second

rattler at that point. So by that time we were very concious of

rattlesnakes. I remember the students put ropes around their beds,
supposedly it keeps the snakes away. I'm sure it doesn't make a



gasoline and wiped all the exposed surfaces. Then we took fels-

bit of difference.
On that same trip, I had three or four girls with me and we

were coming down from the Banner Queen Mine, now an old dry creek

bed. In one place we had to jump .four or five feet maybe. In the

first place that Julian gneiss is so rotten and so finely embedded

that there's no strength, you know, it just peels off in sheets

almost. There was lots of poison oak, so everybody had gotten all

mixed up with the poison oak. So we came back to camp and we took

Naptha soap and washed in that, and nobody had any reaction to the

poison oak.
So, field trips always had a little excitement.

LO: Did you ever take any stuuents down to Baja?

Ao.~ No, I didn't. Lauren Post did. Early in the game ~iss Clark

and I took twenty-five students, maybe south of Tecate, there was

a pinon forest out there. I don't remember exactly where it was,

but it was a dry camp and a lot of the students had never camped.

This was during the days of bedrolls, so you took your blankets and

just rolled up in the blankets. This was in October and it was

cold. The students were pretty unhappy the next morning. It was

cold, and dry, and dirty, and you hadn't brushed your teeth or

washed your face, and you haven't slept very well because it was

too cold. Well I had done a lot of camping earlier in my life so
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I had plenty of blankets and I had a felt hat that I could pull

down. I remember waking up to a circle of faces, "When are we

going to have breakfast?" and I said, "Well I'm v e ry comfortable."



Anyhow, I'm sure after they got home they said they had a wonderful

time.

LO: Tell me about Lauren Post.

AS: well, Lauren came to us in 1934 or 1935. I had known him at

the University of California. He had gone from the department

there and taught at Eureka, seems to me he had caught someplace

else too. He had come originally from Lousiana and got his Ph.D.

at Berkeley. He taught at a number of places and then applied

here.

LO: He was a very respected man in his field.

like him?

AS: I think so. Some of your students like you, and others hope

they never see your face again. There's always a wide range of

opinion. Lauren's interest was in the west particularly. He did

a lot of field work allover the west. He was very much interested

in the era of the cowboys and the development of the Plains area.

He also did a lot of field work; he took students down to the

Did the students

Russian Colony near San Quintin, now since gone, if I remember

correctly.

He had served a little time in the First World War, and he

felt very sympathetic to the students who were stationed off hither

and yon, so he started, for instance, a newsletter which he sent

for several years to all of the people he knew or anybody that he

thought was interested. That was his own project; he did all the

work for it and financed the whole thing. I think. He was very

much interested in athletics. He was very close to a lot of
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We had a fair variety of food. There was soup and usually

students, some of the men students particularly, and I think like

some of the other faculty and staff members, more than one student

got a quiet handout here and there to help them over a rough spot.

I'm sure this was true of Andy and Clarence in the Cafe.

Andy and Clarence were Greek by background. I don't know much

about them, but they came to us about the time we came to the new

campus. Randique, they Tan the cafe, this little shack we had in

the beginning, and then eventually moved into the other. They

hired the students and I'm sure, but couldn't prove it, very often

loaned the students money, some of which they may never have gotten

back again. They were very, very good to the students. Clarence

died, maybe in the '40s or '50s. I think Andy was there maybe

until the 60's. Roy Kaderli, who runs the food concession today

would know, because he took over the work that they had done and

was there probably at the same time. All of the help was student

help; there was Andy and Clarence, and two or three people in the

kitchen.
LO: It w a s a completely different way of running the food

concessions back then than today wasn't it? What types of things

did they serve?
AS: It's a huge thing now. We had that main building, what is now

called the Faculty Staff Center. It had a counter along the east

and the south sides, and it had tables here (motioning). And then

sometime a little later they added the courtyard, as the school

grew. On the west side of it was the bookstore.
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some kind of salad, sandwiches, beans, pie, a main dish like a

chicken pie or a stew. There was a respectable variety that was

available during the noon hour and during the other times there

was counter service. It was only at the noon hour that students

were available to wait on the tables. The waiter's were mostly

football players; Andy and Clarence had, I think, put them through

their paces, and I think the fellows wanted to do the right thing.

They weren't always the most graceful but they did very well as I

recall. Most of the faculty ate there. It was a nice time because

this was the time that you talked to somebody in another department

who might also have Joe Blow in his class. Sometimes it was

interesting to discover that someone was a genius in a class who

was flunking your or vice-versa. Or you had a chance to discuss

curriculum or a chance to discuss some other school problem. Later

when it got too crowded and busy there more and more of us took our

brown bag and ate in our office.

There were always a few faculty members who went off campus,

some of those people who still eat at Anthony's in La Hesa.

La: Let me ask you more about some individuals. What can you tell

me about Baylor Brooks?

AS: Baylor came to us from Stanford about 1932 and he took over

the Geology Department. Baylor was a superb lecturer, students

enjoyed his classes very much. He also has always done a certain

amount of consulting work on the outside, as well. Baylor is a

very fine looking man. He's tall, was quite impressive, more so

than he is now, but then we don't improve with age. Baylor also
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had a great deal of interest in his students and to this day he

keeps in touch with a lot of his people. A lot of his people have

gone into petroleum engineering, and these people are loyal enough

to him that they still come and see him, and talk to him and invite

him to their childrens' weddings and so forth. I think they feel

very close to him. I think in many ways he was closer to the

students than he was to the faculty, just because he did spend a

great deal of time with his students. And he did a great deal of

field work too.

LO: Did he do a great deal of publishing too?

AS: No, I don't think so. He was another one who did not get a

Ph.D. I think he enjoyed his teaching.

LO: What about your own research. I came across a paper that you

gave in 1958 at an annual dinner of the San Diego State College

Chapter of the AAUP, "The San Diego Back Country." Did you do

others as well?

AS: I gave a number of talks one place or another to either local

groups or professional groups in my own field. The San Diego

State College AAUP annual dinner meetings didn't go on for very

long. I gave the fourth paper (1958), and I do know that Elizabeth

Brown, Leslie Brown, Jack Adams, and Charles Leonard delivered

papers as well. 4 It was an honor, because you v e re selected by the

faculty to present your paper.

LO: The area around San Diego State College when it first opened

was country.

AS: Wide open spaces. I remember the faculty had a picnic on the
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site before there was any construction. this may have been 1928 or

29. I had a field trip that day. so I d i dn 't go. but I remember

the pictures of it. There was a certain amount of brush. mayb~

four or five feet high and then there was nothing,

LO: How about your committee work, you served on the Building and

Grounds Committee?

AS: I think I served on every committee on campus, I served on an

awful lot of commtitees. The longest stint I did was the Social

Committee, I think I served on that for 10 or 15 years. The Social

Committee had parties for the faculty. In the beginning there

weren't that many of us. In 1929 we were still at the old campus

and we had a dinner for the faculty, and a friend. who was not on

the faculty, and I. made up jingles and place cards for every

person who came. I think we had something like 50 people. ,H

least one or two or those dinners were held on the old campus and

the social committee even cooked the food for them. so they were

very small intimate particies. up until almost the ~'ar. the

faculty got together at least once or twice a year for some kind

of a social function. But there was usually some kind of a

program. Somebody gave a speech or a skit, and sometimes they were

quite hilarious. I remember. before we moved. before building had

even s t a r t ed , we had a dinner at which President Hardy talked, and

I remember his famous remark . you see we were out there at the

end of nowhere and there was nothing out there including no sewer.

so for many years we had our own septic tank. And I remember Ilis

announcing at one of those dinners that he hoped on his tombstone
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period when there was considerable growth.

problems?

AS: No t any amount of problems. We had a couple of unhappy people

Were there any

they would say, "He achieved a sewer." There was a lot of talent

in the faculty and most of us knew who could do what.

LO: What about the Building and Grounds Committee? I imagine that

you would be interested in the development of the campus .

.~S: There wasn't really a lot we could do usually because the

landscaping was dependent on how much we got from Sacramento. There

were some decisions made about where was the most important spot

to have walks established, but most of it depended on how much

money was available and much of the work had to be done by the

grounds people. I suppose the Grounds Committee decided where

Montezuma was going to rest.

TAPE 3, SIDE A
LO: You served two terms as chair of the department, did you enjoy

that work?
AS: Yes, it was an additional chore, but it was O.K. The group was

always small enough that for the most part there was pretty much

a meeting of minds. We had a couple of people who were there only

for a short time who didn't see eye-to-eye with the rest of us, but

as I say we were a small enough group, we were exchanging ideas

very frequently. It was just another part of your job.

LO: You were chair first from 48/49 and 49/50, and that was a time

for one reason or another. One man, I think, vh o felt that ve

didn't really understand and appreciate his genious, and he wasn't
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being advanced fast enough. Another one about whom the students

complained bitterly, and eventually he left on his own. We had

quite a succession of some of them who had come from far away and

decided they didn't like San Diego or that the school was too

small--you see, we didn'~ have university status for a long time,

and some of these men were very ambitious and felt that they wanted

to get to a university regardless of where it was or how big or

little it was. It was a terribly important thing for some of those

men. I don't know that it was real or not, but they felt that way.

And I know that several of them were angling for jobs someplace

else. Sometimes they settled for something that was pretty small

potatoes, but it was a university.

We always carried a heavy load and our salaries were never

very spectacular.

LO: What were the salaries like when you started working as opposed

to when you retired?

AS: The only figure I remember is my beginning salary, it was

$1,800 for the year. Because in the in the City Schools I would

have been able to earn $1,868, five dollars more a month. I

remember that so vividly because I taught in the City Schools

because it was an opportunity, and I knew that if I could do that

for a year I could probably get the other job which I really

wanted. So when the time came and I told the principal of the

school that I was going to leave, he told me that he had decided

to recommend me for another year. And this was a favor on his

part, as I don't think I was very good at teaching junior high



school. And so I was able to tell him that I was going to go up

to the State College. And he said "But you get more money here."

And I remember thinking, S68?--even in that day it wasn't quite

enough. Our salaries advanced very slowly, and mine very slowly

because I did not have a Ph.D. degree and I knew that I would not

get the promotion for a long time. But I didn't care, that was one

thing that I had settled for. We were a two-income family, neithe,

one of us were paid so lavishly, but this was the way we chose to

live. And I preferred to have my time in th~ summer to go; we did

a lot of camping, a lot of traveling, which I fel t was more

profitable for me than doing library study.

LO: Tell me about your t rav aLs , did you ever take any sabbaticals?

AS: I took only one. I' took one in '61, went around the perimeter

of the United States. Before that I spent four months in Europe

in '31 and another couple of months in Panama in '34 and inbetween

I got to Canada and Alaska and the East Coast, those were shorter

summer trips. We did a lot of camping, especially when Jim was

small. We did the Pacific Northwest, and California. and Arizona

pretty thoroughly.

LO: Did you spend a lot of your summer vacations traveling or

camping doing research for your classes?

AS: Yes, a lot of it. Almost always some every summer. and

inbetween times as well. Because we enjoyed doing that, and it was

also profitable. I thought it was essential; you can describe

country a lot better after you have seen it. We did a lot of

camping in the '50s in the Sierras because at that time a lot of
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the State Parks were absolutely new, and they were wonderful--

clean, safe, and the same thing was true up in the redwood country.

But I think of those new parks, how pristine they were, and how

pleasant it was. They were not crowded.

I ~an remember my first experience in Yosemite was in 1924,

I guess, because I know I was still at Berkeley. We camped there,

and there was lots and lots of open space. You'd meet a person

occasionally.

La: Well I think that is the end of the questions that I wanted to

ask you. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about

San Diego State.

1S: No, but of course I'll think of some things later on.

La: Well -then, I thank you very much for a very pleasant·

inLerview. Let us bring this interview to a close.
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Notes one two and three were
while reviewing corrections
comments were not part of the
here in note form.

NOTES

added as a result of Storm's comments
to the transcription. Because the
original interview, they are included

1. Storm stressed the closeness of the campus community, and the
ease of getting to know everyone, faculty and students alike.
Attributed this in part to serving as faculty advisors to student
clubs, and being close in age to the students.

longer exists.
photocopies of
destruction.

this
show

2. Adobe Falls no
transcription are
Adobe Falls before

Attached at the end of
aerial photographs which

3. Man by the name of Leary [name not confirmed] was a driver for
Pickwick Bus Company [name not confirmed] and usually drove the
trips to the desert. On the way back up Banner Grade from one
trip, students in the back of the bus jokingly complained about
Leary's driving. Leary, being a sensitive person, has his feelings
hurt by these complaints, so to get back at the students he
gradually picked up speed, especially going around corners.
Students became increasingly worried and quiet, and by the time the
bus had reached the top of the Grade, everyone was silent.

Leary had driven the desert field trip route so frequently that he
had learned much about the geography of the area from listening to
Storm. He was eventually able to answer some of the students'
geography-related questions himself when Storm was not available.

4. SDSU Archives
addresses:

1955
1956
1957
1957A

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

1965
1966
1967
1968
1970

has following AAU.P annual dinnerfile theon

"The Myth of Formal Education," Charles B. Leonard
"The Professorial Life," John R. Adams
"Our Changing Language," Leslie Brown
"The Septicentennial of the Sorbonne," Elizabeth

McPike Brown
"The San Diego Back Country," Alvena S. Storm
"Common Stocks as Investments," Roy E. Cameron
" Education for the Century," Richard Madden
"Biology as the Rudder of History," Robert D. Harwood
"Thorstein Ueblen," Frederick L. Ryan
"A National American Literature: a Sketch for the

History of an Idea," Ernest Marchand
"The Integrity of a College Community," Malcolm A. Love
"The Revolting Students," Kramer J. Rollfleisch
"A Time to Feel," A. Kingsley Povenmire
"A Quarter Century of Counseling," Hilding B. Carlson
"Some Notes on the Language of Politics," James N.
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1974

1976

•Text of presentation of special award to Kramer J.
Rohfleisch, given by Sidney L. Gulick

"Wine for the Guzzler. the Bibber, and tile Taster,"
Allan Shields



"



• (Original photograph locateo. in
SDSUArchives Photograph Collec+..ion)

April 11, 1955


